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Ascention has developed a review covering a few 

scenarios, in which technology toolsets can improve 

performance for a wide variety of companies as 

well as how Ascention is working with government 

agencies and corporations to provide better services.

CORPORATE ORGANISATIONS

For retail businesses and service enterprises with 

customers requiring immediate attention and with 

stakeholders that demand optimal performance, the 

primary improvement from MDM will be customer 

success and the ability to view all relationships of 

that customer in a 360-degree view.  This will not 

only aid in achieving maximum customer happiness, 

but also high accuracy in communications and 

dealings providing greater customer retention and a 

higher customer lifetime value, directly contributing 

to the profit margin of the organisation.

MDM allows you to gain better oversight and insight 

regarding service performance and a complete view 

of a customer and their value chain.  Being able to 

master customers and have a single source of truth 

means less duplication of communications with more 

personalised and accurate information, but there 

are endless number of potential benefits should you 

have the system in place to effectively manage data.

There are benefits higher up the enterprise as 

well, with great clarity around responsibilities of 

staff, increased accuracy of data and reporting to 

executives, and improved decision-making abilities.

GOVERNMENT ORGANISATIONS

Don’t be mistaken into thinking that MDM is only 

appropriate for revenue-focused organisations.  

Government agencies and essential services – such 

as hospitals, ambulance services, fire and rescue 

or network and transport infrastructures – can also 

stand to benefit from an MDM solution.

Picture a scenario where a database of citizen 

information is fractured with inconsistent, duplicated 

and inaccurate data.  If there are multiple addresses 

listed for the same individuals or business location, 

for example, and emergency services are called to 

attend, how can they be sure which is the correct 

place to go?  An MDM solution can collate the 

disparate address information to ensure faster 

identification creating an address golden record.

For a utilities provider, having accurate data 

regarding locations for pipes, other underground or 

above ground and overhead facilities can be assured 

with MDM.  The ability to master that data and know 

exactly where infrastructure issues are means there’s 

a reduced change of workmen digging in the wrong 

spot to fix something, making the whole process 

more efficient while significantly reducing risk of 

unsafe situations.

Increased responsiveness, efficiency gains and better 

overall customer service for hospitals, ambulance 

services, fire and rescue or network and transport 

infrastructure as a few of the benefits government 

organisations can realise.
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MASTER DATA MANAGEMENT AS A FOUNDATION FOR INTEGRATED 
JUSTICE

During the Gartner Data and Analytics Summit held in Sydney this year, 

The Northern Territory Government, an Ascention client, presented on their 

MDM project for Integrated Justice.

Liz Shenton, Solution Architect/Implementation Manager for NTG 

Department of Attorney-General and Justice covered the role Master Data 

Management has played in the creation of the NTG’s Justice Information 

Exchange solution.  The identification and management of Persons of 

Interest across law enforcement agencies is a key capability of a modern 

integrated justice systems. 

Further details on this Ascention led project can be found in the following 

Computerworld article https://www.computerworld.com.au/article/634725/

tackling-duplicate-data-nt-justice-system/

Ascention’s experience in implementing MDM solutions, in profit-based 

enterprises, not-for-profits and governments, can help organisations of 

any size take control of their data, increase it’s quality and using it more 

affectively can improve performance and reduce risk. 

Reaching out to a solution consultant from Ascention can yield the 

advice and insight necessary to gain the crucial organisational buy-in for 

innovative MDM platform solution. Get in touch with us today, and learn 

more about how the benefits a MDM solution can help delivery outcomes 

for your organisation.
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TO DISCUSS YOUR PLANNING REQUIREMENTS PLEASE CLICK HERE.
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